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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
A selection of candidate answers is also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 
difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 
technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 
2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 
Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 
our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 2 series overview 
J259/02 is the foundation tier of one of the two examination components for the GCSE (9-1) Physics B 
specification (21st Century Science.) Candidates will have already sat the examination for the Breadth in 
Physics component and this is the examination for the Depth in Physics component. The last two 
questions, 11 and 12, are also on the higher tier and are marked with the same mark scheme as the 
higher tier. These are the most challenging questions on this paper.  

This component accesses content from across the whole specification. It allows candidates to 
demonstrate their depth of understanding of specific aspects of the content. To do well on this 
component, candidates need to be able to apply their knowledge and understanding to new contexts and 
to be able to analyse the information and ideas presented by the questions. In calculations they should 
write down the equation they are going to use and show their working  

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

• Used the information given in the question and 
their own knowledge in their answers.  

• Could select the appropriate equation from the 
data sheet if one was needed. 

• Did the required calculations and showed their 
working. 

• Were able to apply their knowledge and 
understanding to new situations. 

•  Attempted all the questions. 

• Did not select the appropriate equations.  

• Were unable to rearrange equations correctly. 

• Did not show the steps in their calculations. 

• Could not apply their knowledge to unfamiliar 
situations. 

• Gave no response to a number of questions. 
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Question 1 (a) 

Almost all candidates answered this question successfully. 

 

Question 1 (b) 

Although most candidates attempted this question, 2 marks was the most common score. A wet road 
was often thought to affect thinking distance, for example, and many different combinations of answers 
were seen.  
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Question 2  

For Question 2 (a) A majority of candidates chose the correct answer C, for the circuit with the greatest 
current flowing through its wires, but all other choices were frequently seen. 

For Question 2 (b) (i) Only the most able foundation candidates correctly chose B and D as the two 
circuits with the same current flowing through their wires. 

 

Question 2 (b) (ii) 

Some of those who understood well enough to give the correct answer to 2 (b) (i) struggled to explain 
their reasoning. 

Misconception 

Some candidates explained that, because the current doesn’t change in a circuit, the answer 
was A and B as they had the same number of cells, or the same potential difference.  
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Question 3 (a) 

All almost all candidates answered this question. They knew that solar panels generate more electricity 
when it is sunny, and that they use a renewable resource. 
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Question 3 (b) (i) 

The majority of candidates were able to correctly calculate 168 J. A small minority calculated the 
efficiency at this point. A common incorrect answer was 200 x 32 = 6400. 

 

Question 3 (b) (ii) 

This was generally well answered, with most candidates scoring the mark. In general, most candidates 
chose to write in the numerical values, and, if they had an incorrect answer to 3 (b) (i) it was accepted 
here. A few candidates chose to give longer descriptions which were acceptable. 
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Question 3 (b) (iii) 

The majority of candidates successfully calculated an efficiency using their values from the previous 
parts of the question. 

 

Question 3 (c) (i) 

Most candidates knew that the energy is carried by electromagnetic waves. 

 

Question 3 (c) (ii) 

More than half of the candidates understood that this was infrared waves. Many candidates thought that 
the energy transferred was in the form of gamma rays. 
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Question 4 (a) 

Some candidates suggested that current was measured with an ampmeter. There were a number who 
did not know how to answer, either omitting this part, or giving some numbers, or names of other 
components. Among those who could answer, some confused the two saying that X was a voltmeter and 
Y an ammeter.  
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Question 4 (b) 

Misconception 

A common answer was that the variable resistor was to change the potential difference 
keeping the current constant. 
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Question 4 (c) (i) 

The majority of candidates plotted the points correctly and drew an acceptable straight line, but there 
were a number of candidates who plotted the correct points and either did not draw a line or did not draw 
it with a ruler.  
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Question 4 (c) (ii) 

This was generally well answered, with candidates using points from the line, or calculating from the 
table. 

 

Question 4 (c) (iii) 

Most candidates successfully calculated the resistance to be 20 ohms. Some others successfully scored 
the marks using their incorrectly plotted graph, or incorrect answer to Question 4 (c) (ii). 

 

Question 4 (d) 

This question was not well answered. Some candidates stated the result they expected Charlie to get. 
Some explained how to calculate the resistance. Some explained that Charlie should plot a graph to find 
out but did not explain what Charlie should plot. The more able candidates explained that Charlie would 
need to change the length of the wire, but only about half of those explained what else was required. 
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Exemplar 2 

This response was given 2 marks. The candidate has explained that Charlie should change, and 
measure, the length of the wire for the first mark, and that he should measure the resistance for the 
second mark. More detail of how to measure resistance, or what to measure to calculate resistance 
would have been equally acceptable.  
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Question 5 (a) 

Very few candidates got all four answers correct, although a majority chose two or three. The most 
common correct answers were to use a protractor, and that angle i and r are always the same. 
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Question 5 (b) 

Misconception 

That a ray box is a danger to the eyes. The majority of candidates attempted this question, with 
almost all the candidates saying that there was a danger to eyes. Suggested ways to reduce 
this risk included wearing goggles or sunglasses. 
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Question 5 (c) 

Many candidates observed that as the angle of incidence increases the angle of refraction increases. 
Some of the higher scoring candidates also said that the angle of incidence was always larger than the 

 angle of refraction. Answers about the rate of increase of the angles were seen but were rare. Common 
answers which did not score included ‘There is no pattern’ and ‘The angle of incidence goes up in tens.’ 
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Question 5 (d) 

In general, the more able candidates were better at recalling diagram C and more of the candidates with 
an incorrect answer chose B. Among the lower ability candidates, A and D were also common incorrect 
answers. 

 

Question 5 (e) 

Only a very small percentage of candidates could answer this question. A few candidates described how 
they remembered it, for example, ‘Blue bends Best’, but this was not an acceptable reason. 
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Question 6* 
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Many candidates described the conclusions that Azmi could make from his results. Many candidates 
understood that ‘the more turns the more pins’. Some made an attempt to describe the variables. It was 
very rare to see an answer that made any attempt to describe how to do the experiment. Some lower 
ability candidates misunderstood the term ‘turns’ and suggested that the wooden rod was spinning. 

Misconception 

The names given to the types of variables are widely misunderstood. Some of the examples 
explained by candidates were: The control variable is the one Azmi controls, (i.e. the 
independent variable.) The dependent variable is the one that depends on Azmi changing it 
(i.e. the independent variable.) The independent variable is the one that does not, or should 

not, affect the experiment, (i.e. the control variable.)  

Exemplar 1 

This response from one of the more able candidates was given Level 3 (5 marks). The candidate has 
started by correctly identifying 3 variables. They have given a correct, but vague, conclusion; ‘the 
number of turns’ does not specify an increase or decrease and ‘increases the magnetism’ is a vague 
description. To achieve full marks they needed to explain, for example, that increasing the number of 
turns increased the strength of the magnetic field. the force on the pins, or the number of pins attracted.  
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Question 7 (a) 

Answers to this part were very mixed. While a number of candidates, especially the more able, correctly 
chose chemical and kinetic, there were also many incorrect choices. Common incorrect answers for the 
fuel energy store included nuclear and kinetic. For the useful energy store many candidates chose 
thermal. 

 

Question 7 (b) 

Many candidates wrote down an energy store, and all of the options from part (a) were seen suggested 
in candidate answers.  
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Question 7 (c) 

Most candidates scored 2 marks here by omitting the conversion from kilometres to metres, but 
successfully using the equation to calculate an energy of 15 000 000 J. The correct answer was rarely 
seen. 
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Question 8 (a) 

Most candidates scored 2 marks here, and many others scored one. Very few candidates scored 3 
marks. The first option of the diagram showing a chain reaction was often chosen. The fission of 
neutrons was a common incorrect response. 
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Question 8 (b) 

A number of candidates did not attempt this question. Some candidates knew that the mass number was 
90 but incorrectly calculated the atomic number. 
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Question 8 (c) (i) 

Although the most able foundation candidates completed this question successfully, half-life is not 
understood by the majority. Answers of 60 years and 45 years were common. Very few candidates made 
any marks on the graph. A few gave answers just outside the range and marking 50% on the graph 
might have led to a more accurate 2 mark answer, or 1 mark for showing that they understood the 
concept. 

 

Question 8 (c) (ii) 

Many candidates were able to read the correct value from the graph. A few candidates thought the 
activity was about 90%. 
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Question 8 (d) (i) 

Although many candidates had learned this, and gave the correct answer of 38, the most common 
answer was 88 protons. 

 

Question 8 (d) (ii) 

Fewer candidates knew how to calculate the number of neutrons, and the common incorrect answers 
were 38 and 88. 

 

Question 9 (a) (i) 

Most candidates were able to make a reasonable suggestion. However, some candidates simply 
repeated the phrase about the similarities and differences, without expanding on this idea, and did not 
score. 
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Question 9 (a) (ii) 

Most candidates gave at least one sensible suggestion, and many gave two. Reasons that did not score 
included suggestions such as, ‘to understand why the Moon orbits the Earth’ 

 

Question 9 (b) 

  

Many candidates achieved full marks for this question. However, some candidates just wrote down one 
of the types of rock. 
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Question 10 (a) 

Just under half of candidates could answer this question correctly. All of the incorrect answers were 
commonly seen. 
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Question 10 (b) 

Only the most able candidates who correctly answered part (a) were able to explain why in terms of 
moments. Other candidates tried to answer in terms of forces or distances and did not make their 
meaning clear.  

 

Question 10 (c) 

The majority of candidates could not do this calculation. A few candidates were able to write the answer 
to their incorrect calculation to two decimal places, and were given 1 mark for demonstrating this skill. 
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Question 11 (a) 

Only a few candidates were able to answer this correctly in terms of the particle model. Changing energy 
or speed was the most common correct answer, but a number of candidates said that the particles would 
move more, which was not sufficient for the mark. Candidates who mentioned collisions often said the 
particles would collide, but not that they would collide more often. It was quite common to see answers 
explaining why Layla needed to keep the temperature constant in terms of the effect on volume or 
pressure that did not mention particles and gained no marks.  
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Question 11 (b) 

Candidates drew arrows that suggested the force was to the right, upwards or downwards, as well as 
many other directions. Some candidates drew arrows on the particle. More candidates omitted this 
question than any other. 
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Question 11 (c) (i)  

A calculation that few candidates could do. A few candidates gained 1 mark for correctly selecting the 
equation or the force. Many candidates wrote 8 ÷ 4 = 2. 

 

Question 11 (c) (ii) 

This calculation presented fewer difficulties for most candidates. However, while the most able could 
correctly write their answer to two significant figures (34 N cm), the majority of candidates with correct 
calculations scored 2 marks for leaving the answer as 33.6 N cm, but some truncated it to give 33 N cm.  
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Question 11 (c) (iii) 

The majority of candidates scored at least 1 mark for explaining that the pressure decreased as the 
volume increased. A few scored 2 marks by also illustrating this using two pairs of values from the table. 
To show this required a comparison of two pairs of values, a small minority of candidates gave just one 
pair of values and did not score the second mark. 
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Question 12* 

In their evaluation, many candidates did not address risks and benefits of exposing the patient to 
radioactive emissions. Together with several misconceptions about half-life and penetration power, this 
led to a low score in many cases. 

Misconception 

Many candidates were aware that an isotope with a short half-life may initially have a much 
higher activity than one with a long half-life, and thought that this meant that isotopes A and E 
were the best choices, because they had longer half-lives.  

 

Misconception 

Many lower ability candidates did not understand that the radioactive material was injected into 
the body. They understood that, because skin was a barrier, C was not suitable, but thought 
that, because B and E would not penetrate through aluminium, these would be better than A 
and D, which would require lead screening of patient or medical staff.  
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Exemplar 3 

This response was given Level 2: 4 marks. In their evaluation the candidate has chosen isotope B. They 
have given valid reasons for choosing this based on its the half-life of isotopes A, E and C. They have 
discussed the damage to the cells of the skin caused by radiation. This fulfils the requirements for Level 
2. Level 3 was not given because the comments about penetrating power are all limited to the skin and 
imply that the radiation is being directed into the body from outside, rather than being released inside the 
body and detected from outside.  
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